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Arthur V.O. Audition Script

V.O. Prompt
Included are some of the backstory and general personality of the character along with several

lines of dialogue. Try to read them to the best of your ability and submit the recordings back to

us through the Google form. Recordings should have no background noise and be as clear as

possible.  Along with the lines provided, you may also include other samples or a reel if you feel

like it would be beneficial in showcasing your abilities.

Character
Arthur, 400, is a sentient, humanoid machine known as a Golem. They are souls bound to

mechanical bodies that are functionally immortal unless their body is destroyed or

reprogrammed. He recently joined up with the pilot Helios as a bounty hunter. The two, out of

necessity, started out as work partners but eventually developed a close friendship. While the

two always have each others’ backs, Arthur tends to play the role of the nagging wife. He often

gets irritated with Helios when he thinks he isn't taking things seriously. But despite his sassy,

condescending attitude, he does still care a lot for his friend.

Lines
“The bolor heatsink capacity is at 65 percent and rising. At our current rate, we will burn out in

approximately...ten minutes. Caution is advised.”

“This is exactly why I hate flying with you.”

“Enemy bomber 3 kidas and closing. They’re trying to lock onto us.”

“Sensors indicate a small forest up ahead. We’ll have to fly through it if we don’t want to risk

giving our friend a free, and easy, shot on us.”

“You know, one shot from that sakkad cannon and we’re done for.”

“With the way you’re flying, we’ll be dead before he even needs to hit us.”



Submission Information
Please adhere to the following when recording your lines:

1. State your name and the role you are auditioning for at the beginning of the recording.

Ex. “John Doe for the role of Helios…”

2. Read through and record the line all the way through twice.

3. Do not improvise, add, or alter the lines.

4. Natural voice only.  Please do not use a voice changer or edit your voice in any way prior

to submitting.


